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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

1.1.1

This document, which is appended to the Planning Statement (document
reference 7.4) supports an application (the "Application") by SP Manweb plc (SP
Manweb) under the Planning Act 2008 (the "Act") for the North Wales Wind
Farms Connection Order. It sets out SP Manweb’s assessment of potential
undergrounding options for the Proposed Development (as defined in the
Glossary contained in the Planning Statement).

1.1.2

SP Manweb published a Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR) in
March 2014 to support the statutory consultation under s42, s47 and s48 of the
Act. The PEIR refers in paragraph 3.4.5 to the overhead line design presented at
that stage being the appropriate project design based on environmental
assessment to date but that a final decision on undergrounding would be made
following the Environmental Impact Assessment (the “EIA”) and an assessment
against national policy in the National Policy Statement for Electricity Networks
(“EN-5”).

1.1.3

With this EIA work completed and the Environmental Statement (the “ES”)
prepared, SP Manweb has evaluated its overhead line proposals against the
relevant sections on undergrounding in EN-5 (see Section 2), as well having
regard to consultation responses received during statutory consultation under
s42, s47 and s48 of the Act and presents the evaluation in this paper. This was
the approach SP Manweb followed recently for its proposed 132kV overhead
wood pole line connection from Llandinam Wind Farm in Mid Wales (the
“Llandinam Scheme”). The Llandinam Scheme is currently before the Secretary
of State for determination under section 37 of the Electricity Act 1989 (the “1989
Act”). Whilst the application is being considered and determined under the 1989
Act rather than the Act, SP Manweb assessed the Llandinam overhead line
against the policy tests set out in EN-5.

1.1.4

This document should be read in conjunction with:
•

Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual Effects of the ES (document
reference 6.7)

•

The Design & Construction Report (document reference 7.1)

•

The Strategic Options Report (document reference 7.3)

•

The Consultation Report (document reference 5.1)

1.2

Approach

1.2.1

With the above in mind, the SP Manweb evaluation is presented in this paper in
four sections as follows:
•

Section 2 makes reference to the policy context in EN-5;

•

Section 3 refers to the outcome of the assessment of adverse landscape
and visual effects reported in the ES and having had regard to
consultation responses to identify whether there are any areas of the
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Proposed Development that should be evaluated given the policy referred
to in Section 2;
•

Section 4 sets out the balance between any areas identified in Section 3
that should be evaluated, and the need for the Proposed Development,
the availability and comparative cost of alternative schemes, technical
difficulties and likely costs of undergrounding, as well as the benefits and
any impacts of undergrounding in the identified areas. This includes
having regard to relevant consultation responses.

•

Section 5 sets out the conclusions of this paper.
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2

RELEVANT SECTIONS IN EN-5

2.1

Background

2.1.1

Consideration of the relevant policy tests are set out in the supporting Planning
Statement (document reference 7.4). This report sets out the context and
identifies key issues that must be taken into account in the consideration of
undergrounding, as referred to in EN-5.

2.1.2

The Overarching National Policy Statement for Energy (EN-1) sets the context
for references to undergrounding in EN-5 where section 3.7 deals with the need
for new electricity infrastructure and specifically acknowledges in paragraph
3.7.1 that new networks will be needed for wind farms. Following reference to
strategic network planning, paragraph 3.7.10 then notes there is an urgent need
for new electricity lines at 132kV and above. It is acknowledged in the same
paragraph that there will be more than one technological approach to connect
the network such as overhead lines or underground cables and the costs and
benefits of these alternatives should be properly considered, as set out in EN-5,
before any overhead line is consented. It is further noted that section 4.4 refers
to the need for considering alternatives to the proposed development.

2.1.3

In terms of how consideration has been given in this application to alternatives,
reference can be made to the Strategic Options Report (the “SOR”) (document
reference 7.3). The SOR includes a review of a wholly underground design,
which was discounted for the reasons set out in the SOR (i.e. given that
Government policy in EN-5 accepts overhead lines are not incompatible with
licence operators’ obligations to preserve the environment and the relatively high
costs of a wholly underground design in this case).

2.2

EN-5 – Section 2.8 Landscape and Visual

2.2.1

The relevant policy set out in section 2.8 of EN-5 considers undergrounding in
the context of the landscape and visual effects of electricity network
infrastructure.

2.2.2

In the opening introduction to this section in paragraph 2.8.2, it is noted that the
placing of overhead lines is generally not incompatible with developers’ statutory
duty under section 9 of the 1989 Act.

2.2.3

Paragraph 2.8.2 also states that:
‘For the most part, these impacts [adverse landscape and visual impacts]
can be mitigated, however at particularly sensitive locations the potential
adverse landscape and visual impacts of an overhead line proposal may
make it unacceptable in planning terms, taking account of the specific local
environment and context.’

2.2.4

The same paragraph also states that:
‘Cumulative landscape and visual impacts can arise where new overhead
lines are required along with other related developments such as
substations, wind farms and/or other new sources of power generation.’
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2.2.5

With the above policy in mind, the evaluation in this paper is whether the
proposed overhead line and the alternative of placing any part of it underground
based on the policy set out in EN-5 (section 2.8) can be justified in planning
terms. Paragraph 2.8.8 explains that although Government expects that fulfilling
the need for new networks overhead lines will often be appropriate, there will be
cases where this is not so.

2.2.6

Paragraph 2.8.8 then goes on to say that:
‘Where there are serious concerns about the potential adverse landscape
and visual effects of a proposed overhead line, the [Secretary of State] will
have to balance these against other relevant factors, including the need for
the proposed infrastructure, the availability and cost of alternative sites and
routes and methods of installation (including undergrounding).’

2.2.7

Government policy on undergrounding is continued in paragraph 2.8.9 which
states:
'The impacts and costs of both overhead and underground options vary
considerably between individual projects (both in absolute and relative
terms). Therefore, each project should be assessed individually on the basis
of its specific circumstances and taking account of the fact that Government
has not laid down any general rule about when an overhead line should be
considered unacceptable. The [Secretary of State] should, however only
refuse consent for overhead line proposals in favour of an underground or
sub-sea line if it is satisfied that the benefits from the non-overhead line
alternative will clearly outweigh any extra economic, social and
environmental impacts and the technical difficulties are surmountable. In
this context it should consider:
•

the landscape in which the proposed line will be set, (in particular, the
impact on residential areas, and those of natural beauty or historic
importance such as National Parks, AONBs and the Broads);

•

the additional cost of any undergrounding or sub-sea cabling (which
experience shows is generally significantly more expensive than
overhead lines, but varies considerably from project to project
depending on a range of factors, including whether the line is buried
directly in open agricultural land or whether more complex tunnelling
and civil engineering through conurbations and major cities is
required. Repair impacts are also significantly higher than for
overhead lines as are the costs associated with any later uprating.);
and

•

the environmental and archaeological consequences (undergrounding
a 400kV line may mean disturbing a swathe of ground up to 40
metres across, which can disturb sensitive habitats, have an impact
on soils and geology, and damage heritage assets, in many cases
more than an overhead line would).'
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2.2.8

Paragraph 2.8.10 adds that in addition to the above, the main opportunities for
mitigating potential adverse landscape and visual impacts are the consideration
of network alternatives and the selection of the most suitable types of support
structures. Paragraph 2.8.11 refers to more specific measures such as
landscaping schemes including tree and hedgerow planting off site to mitigate
landscape and visual impacts and localised screening in the immediate vicinity of
residential properties and principal viewpoints to soften any visual impacts.

2.3

SP Manweb’s Interpretation of Paragraphs 2.8.8 and
2.8.9 of EN-5

2.3.1

SP Manweb notes that the first bullet point of paragraph 2.8.9 of EN-5 indicates
that it is particularly areas of natural beauty or historic importance such as
National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) and the Broads
that are to be considered in determining whether it is appropriate to underground
an overhead line. Whilst it is clear that such designated landscapes are not the
only ones that should be considered, the guidance also clearly recognises that it
will be the more important and sensitive landscapes that attract most weight in
decision-making. Likewise, it is noted that in terms of visual effects, paragraph
2.8.9 refers to residential areas, which SP Manweb considers attract more
weight than individual viewpoints.

2.3.2

In terms of defining ‘serious concerns’, this has previously been interpreted by
SP Manweb in its submissions in respect of the Llandinam Scheme, as referred
to above, to mean adverse significant landscape and visual effects that are over
and above that expected for this type of project. In the context of an overhead
line, this is taken to be a major adverse effect as identified in the ES for the
Proposed Development.

2.3.3

SP Manweb sees this as a reasonable interpretation given Government policy as
set out in the context of EN-5 which accepts overhead lines can be compliant
with licence operators’ obligations to preserve environmental amenity. This is the
approach that has been adopted in this paper.

2.3.4

SP Manweb then takes a planning view by balancing on the one hand the
findings of its evaluation of whether there are serious concerns, with, on the
other, the availability and comparative cost of alternative schemes, technical
difficulties and likely costs of undergrounding, as well as the benefits and any
impacts of undergrounding along any of the identified sections. This includes
having regard to relevant consultation feedback.

2.4

Additional
References
Undergrounding

2.4.1

SP Manweb also notes in section 2.4 (Climate Change Adaptation) of EN-5 that
it is expected to ensure and set out to what extent a new electricity network is
resilient to climate change. Paragraph 2.4.1 refers to situations with increased
risks being where the network is near the coast or an estuary, or is underground.

in

EN-5

Relevant

to
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2.4.2

Elsewhere in EN-5, section 2.10, which refers to Electric and Magnetic Fields,
notes in paragraph 2.10.2 that underground cables do not eliminate magnetic
fields, a matter again referred to in paragraph 2.10.12 where it is stated that:
It is not the Government’s policy that power lines should be undergrounded
solely for the purpose of reducing exposure to EMFs. Although there may be
circumstances where the costs of undergrounding are justified for a
particular development, this is unlikely to be on the basis of EMF exposure
alone, for which there are likely to be more cost-efficient mitigation
measures. Undergrounding is covered in more detail in paragraphs 2.8.8 –
2.8.9 (landscape and visual).

2.4.3

SP Manweb considers these other references are not normally a justification for
undergrounding.
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3

ASSESSMENT OF THE FINAL ROUTE ALIGNMENT AND
IDENTIFICATION OF SERIOUS CONCERNS

3.1

The Approach

3.1.1

The assessment of the Final Route Alignment and identification of serious
concerns has been carried out by SP Manweb’s environmental advisers,
Gillespies LLP. Their assessment has been informed by involvement in the SP
Manweb North Wales Connections Project from its inception in 2012. They have
managed the EIA process and prepared the ES for the Proposed Development.

3.1.2

In terms of the assessment of landscape and visual effects, Gillespies assessed
where there may be potential adverse effects, and whether these are significant
or not, for the Proposed Development, taking into account the potential effects of
moving poles within the specified Limits of Deviation 1.

3.1.3

As is noted above, the approach that has been taken in this paper is to first
identify any major adverse landscape and visual effects of the Proposed
Development, and therefore ‘serious concerns’. This identification has come
from the ES and has been informed by relevant consultation responses received
during statutory consultation. For those sections of the Proposed Development
where potential ‘serious concerns’ are identified, the paper then sets out in
Section 4.0 the balancing exercise referred to in paragraph 2.8.8 and paragraph
2.8.9 of EN-5.

3.1.4

The approach to this EN-5 assessment has also considered cumulative
landscape and visual effects of the Proposed Development as reported on in the
ES, having regard to relevant consultation responses, to determine where there
may also be any serious concerns.

3.1.5

In undertaking this review, Gillespies’ landscape architects have revisited the
route of the Proposed Development and key receptors 2 on several occasions.
They have also considered and had regard to consultation responses to the
Application. This feedback is reported on in the Consultation Report in section
12.8 and section 13.2 (document reference 5.1).

1

The visual assessment is based on the assumption that pole positions lie on the centreline of the Limits of
Deviation (I.e. the Final Route Alignment / Proposed 132kV Overhead Line). Where there is likely to be a
change in the overall magnitude of the visual effect if the pole positions move (for example, closer to the
viewpoint), this has been noted and taken into account in the visual assessment).

2

Chapter 7 of the ES identifies key receptors which include settlements, local residential properties, public
footpaths, roads and key viewpoints, as referred to in Section 7.5 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual
(document reference 6.7).
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3.2

Methodology and Assumptions
Defining Significance

3.2.1

There is no specific definition in any guidance as to what constitutes a significant
landscape or visual effect in a broad planning context and what weight should be
attached to it. Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (GLVIA)
requires the assessment of significance to be clearly defined and for any
judgements to be as transparent as possible.

3.2.2

A landscape will not necessarily be significantly adversely affected if the
proposed change can be accommodated (e.g. if it can be comfortably set into
the topography), and/or if mitigation in keeping with its character can be
effectively applied to blend the new project into the landscape. Conversely,
effects may be more significant in a landscape where the scheme cannot be
readily accommodated or where mitigation and integration are more difficult. In
general, more significance is likely to be placed on large long term or permanent
changes than small short term temporary ones.

3.2.3

Gillespies have considered the potential significant adverse landscape and
visual effects of the Proposed Development and the way they have approached
this is set out in the methodology (section 7.4) of the Landscape and Visual
Chapter 7 in the ES (Document Reference 6.7). The premise adopted in the
North Wales Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) was that the
assessment of significance essentially reflects the degree of change in a
particular scene or view, arising from the proposed overhead line.

3.2.4

The ES categorises the significance of effects as follows:

3.2.5

•

None – no detectable change;

•

Negligible – barely detectable change;

•

Minor – a detectable change;

•

Moderate – a material but non-fundamental change;

•

Major – a fundamental change that cannot be accommodated comfortably

Any effect of the scheme judged to be either major or moderate is considered to
be significant within the terms of the Infrastructure Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2009. Any effect judged to be minor is
considered not significant. For the purpose of this review, and as noted
previously, any effects which are over and above those to be expected of an
overhead line on wood pole supports, as demonstrated by a major adverse
effect (identified through the ES and having regard to consultation responses), is
considered to potentially give rise to serious concerns. It is these major effects
which are the focus of this review.
Assumptions

3.2.6

The appearance of the proposed 132kV Overhead Line and the nature of the
landscape in which it is located mean that its effects are likely to be perceived as
adverse. Even with mitigation and any additional enhancement measures in
place, the line is likely to be perceived as a potentially discordant man-made
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feature in what is essentially a rural landscape. All effects identified and referred
to in the ES are therefore considered to be adverse unless stated otherwise.
3.2.7

Existing low voltage lines which cross or run near to the Proposed Development
may be locally diverted. Information is provided in Appendix 1.4 of the ES
(document reference 6.17). In terms of existing lower voltage lines it is the worst
case scenario which has been used to inform the assessments, i.e. the
assumption is that existing low voltage lines would not be diverted underground
as these possible diversions do not form part of the Proposed Development.
However, the potential benefits of these possible underground diversions have
been taken into consideration in the assessment.

3.2.8

In selected locations the management of existing vegetation or the planting of
new trees, shrubs and hedgerows may be proposed to mitigate adverse visual
effects. Proposed locations are listed in Table 7.23 in Chapter 7 of the ES
(document reference 6.7).

3.2.9

The current need for the Proposed Development is dependent on the four wind
farms, which have an anticipated operational life of 25 years. The operational life
of the proposed 132kV Overhead Line is approximately 40 years, therefore
longer than the lifespan of the wind farms. Operational requirements of the local
electricity network and associated demand would be kept under continuous
review throughout this period to determine the long term use and retention of the
proposed 132kV Overhead Line, given SP Manweb's duty to provide an
economical network. It is important to note that the Proposed Development is for
a new network which, whilst the current need is attributable to the four wind
farms, would be available to be use by other generators (up to a capacity limit)
throughout the network’s lifespan. Effects are therefore considered long-term,
but eventually reversible.

3.3

Landscape and Visual Effects

3.3.1

The assessment of landscape effects deals with the effects of change and
development on landscape as a resource with a view to understanding how the
Proposed Development would affect the physical elements of the landscape, its
aesthetic and perceptual qualities and its distinctive character.

3.3.2

The assessment of visual effects addresses potential changes in peoples’ views
or visual amenity caused by the appearance and prominence of the Proposed
Development in those views. In accordance with GLVIA3, the assessment
includes publicly accessible rather than private viewpoints, and on those
receptor groups who are likely to be most sensitive to the effects of an overhead
line and its associated infrastructure. In addition, Chapter 7 of the ES includes a
residential amenity assessment.

3.3.3

The baseline studies for assessing landscape and visual effects are set out in
Section 7.5 of the ES. The information was collated following a combination of
desk study and fieldwork, and local feedback to identify the character of the
landscape and the elements, features and aesthetic and perceptual factors
which contribute to it and potential visual receptors.
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Landscape Value
3.3.4

To make judgements about the significance of effects on the landscape, it is
important to understand the relative value society attaches to that landscape in a
local, regional, national or international context.

3.3.5

In a policy context the usual basis for recognising certain highly valued
landscapes is through the application of local or national designations. In nondesignated landscapes the aim is to reflect the value of the landscape at a
specific scale, identify the receptors to which it is important, and the reasons why
the landscape is important to them.

3.3.6

A range of criteria or factors can help in the identification of valued landscapes.
These can be based on existing evidence such as landscape character
assessments, planning policies, landscape strategies and guidelines or through
new survey and analysis. In Wales, LANDMAP is the formally-adopted
landscape assessment and its use is advocated by Planning Policy Wales
(Welsh Government, 2012), which states
‘CCW’s LANDMAP information system methodology is an important
information resource upon which local planning authorities can draw in
making the landscape assessments needed to inform local policy, guidance
and decision making in this field… they can help inform supplementary
planning guidance on landscape assessment (covering for example, local
distinctiveness, special landscape areas)….’ para.5.3.13.

3.3.7

LANDMAP is an all Wales Geographical Information System (GIS) based
landscape data base resource where landscape characteristics, qualities and
influences on the landscape are recorded and evaluated into a nationally
consistent dataset. It is a whole landscape approach that covers all landscapes,
designated and non-designated.

3.3.8

LANDMAP comprises five spatial datasets of information known as the
Geological Landscape, Landscape Habitats, Visual and Sensory, Historic
Landscape and Cultural Landscape. It is the use of all five datasets of
information that promotes sustainable landscape decision making and ensures
no aspect of the landscape is overlooked. In addition to defining landscape
character and types, LANDMAP also includes an evaluation of the quality of
each resource or aspect considered (the evaluation uses standardised criteria to
ensure consistency). This is calibrated from a local to an international scale of
importance as shown below.

3.3.9

Overall Evaluation Score

Definition of Importance
LANDMAP Layer

Outstanding
High
Moderate
Low

International or National
Regional or County
Local
Little or no Importance

to

the

These evaluations, in conjunction with other relevant criteria, were then used to
support the value judgement in the landscape sensitivity appraisals presented in
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the ES. Landscape sensitivity was determined by combining an assessment of
the susceptibility of the landscape to the Proposed Development with a
judgement about the value attached to the landscape.
Statutory Landscape Designations
3.3.10

3.3.11

Statutory Landscape Designations along the route of the Proposed Development
are identified in Figure 7.4: Route of Proposed Overhead Line (document
reference 6.16). There are no nationally or internationally designated
landscapes, however, the nearest to the Proposed Development are:
•

Snowdonia National Park;

•

The Clwydian Range and Dee Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.

As described in the ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual, these receptors are
designated on their exceptional, national level of value and at its closest point
the Proposed Development is approximately 17km to the west of the national
park boundary and approximately 7km to the west of the AONB boundary.
Other Designated and Undesignated Features (which have a landscape
aspect)

3.3.12

Other designated and undesignated areas of landscape or designated features
that have a landscape aspect may still have a value in the landscape. The
European Landscape Convention 3 promotes the need to take account of all
landscapes, with less emphasis on the special and greater recognition of
ordinary landscapes that can also be valued. In recognition of this, the
assessment of landscape effects for the Proposed Development considered all
landscapes and not just those designated for their scenic quality.

3.3.13

Other designated landscapes within the administrative boundaries of the relevant
local planning authorities and incorporated into planning documents and policies
include: the ‘Areas of Outstanding Beauty’ designated by Denbighshire County
Council and the ‘Special Landscape Areas’ designated by Conwy County
Borough Council. The relevant designations are as follows:

3.3.14

3

•

the Y Berwyn AOB although this is outside the Study Area;

•

the ‘Elwy and Aled Valleys SLA, which is within the Study Area; and

•

The Rhyd y Foel to Abergele SLA and the Hiraethog SLA which are
2.2km and 4.7km from the Proposed Development.

The Study Area for the LVIA is defined by a 2km buffer from the centreline of the
Limits of Deviation and, for the cumulative assessment, is 10km. The LANDMAP
classification across the Study Area includes limited aspect areas which are
classified as outstanding. These include outstanding Cultural landscape to the
north of the Afon Elwy, outstanding Landscape Habitats locally to Plas Buckley,
Bod-ysgawen isaf and Afon Elwy and outstanding Geological landscapes in the
vicinity of the Afon Elwy. Elsewhere Cultural landscape is classified as high
throughout, both Geological landscape and Historic landscape are high with the

The first international treaty exclusively directed to all aspects of European landscape ratified in 2004.
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4

exception of the far north of the Study Area, Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas
are high in the south and north. However landscape habitats seldom show as
high or outstanding. Appendix 7.4 of ES Chapter 7 contains the assessment of
effects on landscape character (document reference 6.7). Figure 7.10
LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas shows the VSAAs referred to in
this appendix (document reference 6.16).
3.3.15

The other designated and undesignated receptors that have been taken into
account, and which are listed in Appendix A to this report, include:
•

Conservation areas;

•

Open Access Land identified under the Countryside and Rights of Way
Act (CROW);

•

Regional trails and long distance footpaths;

•

Registered Welsh Historic Landscapes;

•

Registered Parks and Gardens;

•

Schedules (Ancient) Monuments;

•

Ancient or Semi Natural Woodland.

Landscape Character
3.3.16

In the absence of a current and consistent landscape character assessment
across Denbighshire and Conwy, effects on landscape character have been
assessed based on LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas.

3.3.17

Gillespies has reviewed the values used in the LANDMAP Visual and Sensory
Aspect Areas through which the Proposed Development passes and used these
values to inform the assessment of effects on landscape character.

3.3.18

In reviewing the above assessment, Gillespies has also had regard to concerns
raised in consultation feedback under sections 42, 47 and 48 of the Act
regarding visual amenity effects on existing views. Their concerns are due to the
proximity of the Proposed Development, visibility in the wider Study Area, and
sensitivity to the Proposed Development. These are referred to in the
Consultation Report (document reference 5.1). The areas of concern are shown
in Figure 3.3 Amendments to Route Following Consultation (document reference
6.16) and are as follows:
•

Tir Mostyn Ridge near Clocaenog Forest;

•

Ridge East of Foel Gasyth (at Tan Yr Allt);

•

Eriviat Hall/Coed Wern Ddu;

•

Hafod Dingle and Hafod Farm;

•

Upper Elwy Valley and Cefn Meiriadog Ridge.

4

VSAAs are geographical areas identified as part of the LANDMAP spatial dataset where each area is given
an evaluation score based on its visual and sensory qualities, which can vary from low to moderate, high
and outstanding
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Visual Receptors
3.3.19

3.3.20

The assessment of effects of the proposed 132kV Overhead Line was based on:
•

Views and visual amenity from specific viewpoints; and

•

Residential visual amenity of individual and groups of properties.

The sensitive visual receptors identified which have the potential to be affected
by the proposed 132kV Overhead Line include the following:
•

Local community;

•

Travelling public;

•

Outdoor recreation.

3.3.21

The consultation feedback highlighted concerns regarding visual effects in the
same local areas as those noted for the concerns regarding landscape effects
i.e. Tir Mostyn Ridge near Clocaenog Forest, Ridge East of Foel Gasyth (at Tan
Yr Allt), Eriviat Hall/Coed Wern Ddu, Hafod Dingle and Hafod Farm and Upper
Elwy Valley and Cefn Meiriadog Ridge.

3.4

Assessment of Landscape Effects

3.4.1

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual (document reference 6.7)
identifies the potential construction, operational and decommissioning landscape
effects arising from the Proposed Development and provides a judgement on
their likely significance, based on consideration of the sensitivity of the
landscape and the value and susceptibility of the receptors. This section,
therefore, only provides a summary of the ES results and a brief explanation as
to why. Reference should be had to Section 7.7 of the ES (document reference
6.7) for the full assessment and reasoning. Where no significant effects have
been identified this is largely due to the scale and location of the Proposed
Development, the distances involved and the screening effects of intervening
topography and vegetation. Where they have, this is due to the higher sensitivity
and value of the receptor, and the geographic extent and magnitude of the
effect.
Effects Arising from Construction and Decommissioning

3.4.2

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concluded that no significant
landscape effects would arise from construction and decommissioning of the
proposed 132kV Overhead Line.
Operational Effects on Designated Landscapes

3.4.3

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concluded that no significant
landscape effects would be experienced by Snowdonia National Park or the
Clwydian Range and Dee Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Operational Effects on Other Designated and Undesignated Features
(which have a landscape aspect)

3.4.4

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concluded that no significant
landscape effects would be experienced by the locally designated landscapes
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including the Y Berwyn AOB, Rhyd-y-Foel to Abergele; Elwy and Aled Valleys
and Hiraethog SLAs. Similarly, it concluded there would be no adverse effects
on any of the following designations.
•

Conservation areas including Nantglyn; Bodelwyddan; St Asaph; and
Henllan

•

Open Access Land identified under the Countryside and Rights of Way
Act (CROW) including land at Llyn Brenig; Clocaenog; Moel Ytta; Foel
Gasyth; Moel Fodiar; and Mynydd y Gaer;

•

Regional trails and long distance footpaths including the Clwydian Way
and the North Wales Pilgrims Way;

•

Registered Welsh Historic Landscapes including The Denbigh Moors; and
the Vale of Clwyd;

•

Registered Parks and Gardens including Waenynog; Plas Heaton;
Bodelwyddan Castle; and Kinmel Park;

•

Scheduled (Ancient) Monuments including Mynydd y Gar Hillfort and
Denbigh Castle;

•

Ancient or Semi Natural Woodland as listed in Table 7.15 in Chapter 7 of
ES.

Operational Effects on Landscape Character
3.4.5

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concluded that there would
be significant landscape effects in five of the fourteen Visual and Sensory Aspect
Areas assessed. These are:
•

Denbigh and Derwen Hills;

•

Llannefydd Lowlands;

•

Afon Elwy Valley East;

•

Upper Elwy Valley.

•

Limestone Valley-Cefn

3.4.6

Although significant, none of these effects were assessed as major, however,
they were assessed as moderate in each case, as concluded in Section 7.7 of
ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual, and noted in the following paragraphs.

3.4.7

The landscape of the Denbigh and Derwen Hills (LANDMAP VSAA), on the ridge
north of Tir Mostyn, is likely to experience a moderate (albeit locally) and
therefore significant effect on landscape character.

3.4.8

Within the same VSAA is the ridge East of Foel Gasyth (at Tan Yr Allt), where
although the likely significance of effects of the Proposed Development on the
landscape of the Denbigh and Derwen Hills (LANDMAP VSAA) is considered to
be moderate within the LVIA, the likely significance of effects on the landscape
at this location (on the ridge east of Foel Gasyth) is considered minor.

3.4.9

The likely significance of effects of the Proposed Development on the
landscapes of the Llannefydd Lowlands and Limestone Plateau
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(Denbigh/Henllan) VSAAs is considered (respectively) to be minor-moderate and
minor within the LVIA. The likely significance of effects on the landscape at this
location (within the more formal landscape setting at Eriviat Hall) is considered moderate.
3.4.10

The likely significance of effects of the Proposed Development on the
landscapes of the Llannefydd Lowlands and Afon Elwy Valley East VSAAs is
considered (respectively) to be minor-moderate and moderate within the LVIA.
The likely significance of effects on the landscape at this location at Hafod Dingle
and Hafod Farmis are considered moderate (albeit locally).

3.4.11

The likely significance of effects of the Proposed Development on the landscape
of the Upper Elwy Valley and Afon Elwy Valley East VSAAs is considered to be
moderate within the LVIA. In addition, the likely significance of effects on the
landscape at this location of the Upper Elwy Valley and Cefn Meiriadog Ridge
(the Limestone Valley-Cefn VSAA) is also considered moderate (albeit locally).

3.4.12

None of the above effects are identified as being of a major effect and all five are
locally moderate.
Summary of Significant Operational Landscape Effects

3.4.13

The Proposed Development would not result in any landscape effects on the
designated landscapes of Snowdonia National Park or the Clwydian Range and
Dee Valley AONB or on any other designated and undesignated features (which
have a landscape aspect).

3.4.14

With respect to the landscape character as identified through the assessment of
the effects on LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas (VSAA) within the
Study Area, significant landscape effects at a moderate and not a major level
would potentially arise in the following areas:

3.4.15

•

The landscape of the Denbigh and Derwen Hills, in particular the ridges to
the north of Tir Mostyn and to the north of Peniel which would experience
a moderate and therefore significant effect;

•

The localised parkland character of parts of the landscape of the
Llannefydd Lowlands that would experience a moderate effect which
would be significant;

•

The landscape of the Afon Elwy Valley which would experience a
moderate and therefore significant effect; and

•

The landscape of the Upper Elwy valley and Cefn Meiriadog Ridge
(Limestone Valley-Cefn) which would both experience moderate effect
which would be significant.

The above landscape effects include the locations where concerns have been
raised in consultation feedback.
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3.5

Assessment of Visual Effects
Effects on Views and Visual Amenity from Viewpoints

3.5.1

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concludes that of the thirty
specific viewpoints that assessed views and visual amenity, 15 were identified as
significant. Although significant, none of these were assessed as a major effect
and were all locally moderate with the exception of viewpoints 3, 42, 47 and 50
where effects are more likely in the wider landscape but still of moderate
significance.
Effects on Residential Visual Amenity of Individual and Groups of
Properties

3.5.2

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concluded that for the
residential visual amenity assessment of individual and groups of properties, no
major effects were identified and four individual properties within 200m of the
proposed 132kV Overhead Line were noted as having moderate significant
visual effects. These were:
•

Tan Yr Allt (due to proximity and number of poles visible in views);

•

Ty Coch (due to number of poles visible in views and stacked, and
potential for skylining);

•

Llechryd Bach (due to number of poles visible in views and potential for
skylining);

•

Plas Hafod (due to proximity).

Significant Visual Effects
3.5.3

Section 7.7 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concluded that none of the
views and viewpoints and visual amenity from individual and groups of properties
would be of a major level of effect. Overall for these receptors, Section 7.7
concluded there were, however, a number of moderate visual effects identified
and referred to these as being in the following locations:
•

From the settlements, hamlets, clustered properties and footpaths on the
western slopes of the Lliwen valley (including Nantglyn), where there are
distant but skylined views of the alignment, as the proposed 132kV
Overhead Line runs across the shoulder of the Tir Mostyn ridge. This
moderate significance is therefore more than a local effect (Viewpoints 42
and 47);

•

From the Open Country Region, the clustered properties and public
footpath network on the southern slopes of Foel Gasyth and the adjacent
B4501, where there are long views over the surrounding landscape and of
the alignment as the proposed 132kV Overhead Line runs (backclothed)
along the shoulder of the Tir Mostyn ridge and close to the network of
footpaths located on the Tir Mostyn ridge This moderate significance is
therefore more than a local effect (Viewpoint 3);

•

From footpaths in the more exposed upland areas to the south of the
route near Foel Gasyth and Tir Mostyn that are likely to experience more
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prolonged views of the proposed 132kV Overhead Line and therefore this
is of moderate significance;

3.5.4

•

From the B5435 in Saron, the settlement at Saron, the Caer Mynydd
caravan site, the local footpath network which crosses the proposed
132kV Overhead Line, and the localised valley around Saron, as the
alignment runs north across the valley and heads up over the ridge east
of Foel Gasyth (Viewpoint 2) and therefore this is of moderate
significance;

•

From the northern slopes of the ridge east of Foel Gasyth and Peniel, and
close to the alignment (part of the Denbigh and Derwen Hills) at Viewpoint
50. This moderate significance is therefore more than a local effect;

•

From hamlets, clustered properties and linear routes which cross or lie
close to the proposed 132kV Overhead Line as it heads towards the
Llannefydd Lowlands via Peniel, Segrwyd, and Eriviat. These are
represented by viewpoints at the B4501 northeast of Peniel (Viewpoint 5),
the local lane northeast of Segrwyd (Viewpoint 8) and the A543 between
Denbigh and Groes (Viewpoint 11) and therefore this is of moderate
significance;

•

From clustered properties, local roads and footpaths close to the route as
proposed 132kV Overhead Line crosses more open areas of landscape,
areas where tree felling is required (north of Eriviat Bach Isaf and Hafod)
and small localised undulations in the Llannefydd Lowlands. These are
represented by the localised section of the B5428 near Eriviat Hall where
the proposed 132kV Overhead Line Final Route Alignment briefly skylines
(Viewpoint 12), and at Berain (Viewpoint 26) and therefore this is of
moderate significance;

•

From clustered properties, local lanes and footpaths close to the route as
it crosses well treed areas of landscape (where tree felling is required)
and small localised undulations on the approach to the Elwy Valley,
including near the North Wales Pilgrim’s Way Long Distance Trail
(Viewpoints 27 and 32) and therefore this is of moderate significance;

•

From clustered properties, local lanes and footpaths in the north of the
Lower Elwy Valley, close to the route as it crosses well treed areas of
landscape on the slopes of the Lower Elwy Valley (Viewpoint 37) and as
the proposed 132kV Overhead Line crosses the ridges on approach to the
valley from the south (Viewpoint 34) and therefore this is of moderate
significance; and

•

From clustered properties, local lanes, and the network of public footpaths
on the northern slopes of the Cefn Meiriadog, which lie close to the
proposed 132kV Overhead Line where it is likely to skyline (in a small
section) as it crosses the ridge and therefore this is of moderate
significance.

As noted above in paragraph 3.3.18, the five areas identified through
consultation feedback were also included in areas where there are significant
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moderate effects on landscape character. This is also the case where significant
effects on views and visual amenity have been identified as listed below

3.6

•

Tir Mostyn Ridge near Clocaenog Forest - likely significant moderate
effects on views and viewpoints, and on visual amenity of residential
receptors in closer proximity to the line although are generally of lower
significance due to intervening topography or vegetation, primary views
which are not orientated in the direction of the route, or views which contain
detracting elements/features;

•

The Ridge East of Foel Gasyth (at Tan Yr Allt) was considered to have a
significant moderate effect on views and viewpoints and on the visual
amenity of residential receptors (scattered residential properties north and
south of the ridge, such as Tan Yr Allt, and the settlement at Saron);

•

Eriviat Hall/Coed Wern Ddu - likely significant moderate effects on views
and viewpoints, and on visual amenity of residential receptors (scattered
residential properties in proximity to Eriviat Hall) but intervening distance
and vegetation limit the effect;

•

Hafod Dingle and Hafod Farm - likely significant moderate effects on views
and viewpoints from the B5382, from the Clwydian Way Regional Trail and
on visual amenity of a number of residential receptors, although intervening
distance and vegetation limit the effect;

•

Upper Elwy Valley and Cefn Meiriadog Ridge - likely significant moderate
effects on views on the Cefn Meiriadog ridge and from public footpaths in
close proximity to the proposed 132kV Overhead Line, and on visual
amenity for the settlement at Groesffordd Marli, and residential receptors
(scattered residential properties within the Elwy valley, such as Plas Hafod,
and in proximity to the Cefn Meiriadog near Groesffordd Marli) although
intervening distance and vegetation limit the effects.

Assessment of Cumulative Landscape and Visual
Effects
Stages 1 and 2

3.6.1

Noting reference in section 2.8 in EN-5 to likely cumulative impacts, the
assessment in Section 7.9 in Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual in the ES
(document reference 6.7) also included assessing the cumulative landscape and
visual effects. The cumulative landscape and visual assessment (CLVIA)
considered the effects arising from the Proposed Development firstly interacting
with the effects of the components of the Wider Scheme, and the four consented
wind farms and secondly with other similar proposed developments in the area.
This is in recognition that the combined effects of a number of similar
developments concentrated in one area may be greater than the sum of the
effects from the same developments if considered individually. In the context of
SP Manweb’s approach to applying EN-5, these significant effects need to be
major adverse so as to represent serious concerns.
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3.6.2

The methodology applied is outlined in section 4.6 and section 7.9 in Chapter 4
EIA Methodology and Chapter 7 of the ES respectively.

3.6.3

The Study Area on which the assessment is undertaken is shown on Figure 7.16
in Chapter 7 in the ES and this covers a 10km radius from the Final route
Alignment.

3.6.4

From reference to the ES, it can be noted that for the CLVIA, the baseline
included developments which were consented but not yet built and those which
were at other stages in the planning (and in some cases the pre-planning)
process.

3.6.5

Through discussions with stakeholders, it was agreed that the assessment would
include the Proposed Development and then the related development which is
referred to as the Wider Scheme, the four wind farms and their required
connections, and then other development. Details of these schemes are set out
in Table 4.3 in Section 4.6 in Chapter 4 EIA Methodology of the ES (document
reference 6.4). The approach is as follows:
•

Cumulative Stage 1 – Proposed Development + Wider Scheme + Four
Wind Farms;

•

Cumulative Stage 2 – Proposed Development + Wider Scheme + Four
Wind Farms + other identified developments.

3.6.6

Tables 7.24 and 7.25 in Section 7.9 in ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual
(document reference 6.7) summarised the Stage 1 and Stage 2 developments
that were identified for consideration within the ES. It also provides further
details on each of the developments, data sources and relevant comments.
Some of these developments have not been taken forward for consideration as
part of the CLVIA, where this is the case a reason has been included in the
comments box.

3.6.7

The developments included in the two stages of the CLVIA are shown in Figure
7.14 and Figure 7.15 respectively. These were taken from a combination of
consultation with Denbighshire County Council and Conwy County Borough
Council, the Councils’ online planning application portals and from the relevant
Environmental Statements for each of the developments as appropriate.

3.6.8

Given there are no significant construction and decommissioning effects and that
this is not a requirement within the guidance set out in GLVIA 3, this part of the
assessment is based on operational effects.
The Assessment of Cumulative Operational Landscape Effects

3.6.9

The assessment of cumulative landscape effects has been undertaken in two
stages as explained previously in this Chapter.
Stage 1 Assessment
Cumulative Landscape Effects on Statutory Landscape Designated

3.6.10

The Proposed Development is located far enough away from the nationally
designated landscapes of Snowdonia National Park and Clwydian Range and
Dee Valley AONB (at either Stage 1 or Stage 2) to avoid significant effects on
landscape character and the reasons for the designation of these areas. The
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CLVIA therefore concluded that there would be no cumulative landscape effects
on the Snowdonia National Park and Clwydian Range and Dee Valley AONB.
Cumulative Landscape Effects on Other Designated and Undesignated Features
(which have a landscape aspect)
3.6.11

Similarly, the Proposed Development is located far enough away from the locally
designated Y Berwyn AOB and the Rhyd-y-Foel to Abergele; Elwy and Aled
Valleys and Hiraethog SLAs; to avoid significant cumulative effects (at either
Stage 1 or Stage 2) on landscape character and the reasons for their designation
of these areas as well.

3.6.12

It is also judged that the Proposed Development would not contribute to any
significant cumulative landscape effects (at either Stage 1 or Stage 2) on the
following landscapes or landscape related designations as listed above due to
the fact that the assessment of the effects of the Proposed Development is
negligible.

3.6.13

•

Conservation Areas;

•

Open Access Areas (Land);

•

Registered Historic Landscapes including;

•

Registered Parks and Gardens;

•

Regional trails;

•

SAMs;

•

Ancient and Semi-Ancient Woodlands.

Whilst the Proposed Development may give rise to minor landscape effects on
the Lower Elwy Valley Registered Historic Landscape and Foxhall Newydd
Registered Park and Garden, these are not significant and there are no
developments at either Stage 1 or Stage 2 that would combine with the
Proposed Development to give rise to any significant cumulative landscape
effects.
Cumulative Landscape Effects on Landscape Character

3.6.14

3.6.15

With respect to non-designated landscapes, as referred to above, the
assessment is based on the LANDMAP Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas
(VSAAs), and which, in terms of landscape character, concluded that five of the
fourteen VSAAs would have a significant moderate effect and these were as
follows:
•

Denbigh and Derwen Hills;

•

Llannefydd Lowlands;

•

Afon Elwy Valley East;

•

Upper Elwy Valley;

•

Limestone Valley-Cefn

Section 7.9 (summarised in Table 7.28) of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual
concluded there would be significant moderate cumulative effects in three of the
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fourteen VSAAs, one of which, the Denbigh and Derwen Hills VSAA, was
identified in the main assessment of the effects on landscape character, and
these were as follows:
• Clocaenog Forest;
• Llyn Brenig Moorland/ Forest;
• Denbigh and Derwen Hills.
3.6.16

In summary, Section 7.9 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual concluded that
the significance of total cumulative effect on the landscape in the Stage 1
assessment is considered to be of medium magnitude and moderate
significance particularly around the Clocaenog Forest area (within the following
VSAAs: Clocaenog Forest DNBGHVS068; Llyn Brenig Moorland/Forest
DNBGHVS069; and Denbigh and Derwen Hills DNBGHVS067). Elsewhere the
total cumulative effect is not considered to be significant and the contribution of
the Proposed Development and the Wider Scheme and the four wind farms to
the total cumulative effects is considered to be of small to negligible magnitude
and minor to negligible significance.
Stage 2 Assessment of Total Cumulative Landscape Effects

3.6.17

Section 7.9 (summarised in Table 7.28) of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual
concluded that the Stage 2 assessment would be the same as that for the Stage
1 assessment i.e. the effects would be significant moderate in the 3 areas
Clocaenog Forest, Llyn Brenig Moorland/ Forest and Denbigh and Derwen Hills,
and minor for those other 3 areas also identified i.e. Llannefydd Lowlands,
Limestone Plateau –Denbigh/ Henllan and Limestone Valley – Cefn.

3.6.18

Overall, therefore, the significance of total cumulative effect on the landscape is
considered to be of medium to large magnitude, particularly around the
Clocaenog Forest area and in the areas identified above, of moderate
significance. None of these effects have been identified as being major and
where not reported on, elsewhere the total cumulative effects are not considered
to be significant.
Assessment of Cumulative Visual Effects

3.6.19

The cumulative assessment, Section 7.9 of ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual
(document reference 6.7) assessed the significance of the effects of the
proposed 132kV Overhead Line on selected views and viewpoints. It is explained
in Section 7.9 of the ES that this aspect of the CLVIA assessed the above
mentioned 2 stages together. It is also explained in Section 7.9 that the
assessment in respect of views and viewpoints is based on five viewpoints that
have been used to reflect those receptors with a higher level of sensitivity to
changes. A summary of the assessment of the five viewpoints assessed in
Section 7.9 is referred to below.
Representative Viewpoint 03 - B4501 east of Foel Gasyth

3.6.20

Representative viewpoint 03 is located at the junction of the B4501 and a local
road to the east of Foel Gasyth; approximately 680m west of the nearest point of
the Final Route Alignment. The cumulative visual effects arising from Stage 1
and Stage 2 will be medium to large resulting in a moderate-major cumulative
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effect on the high sensitivity receptors at this representative viewpoint which
looks to Saron and along the shoulder of the Tir Mostyn Ridge.
Representative Viewpoint 13 – Denbigh Castle
3.6.21

Representative viewpoint 13 is located within the grounds of Denbigh Castle.
The cumulative visual effects arising from Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be small
resulting in a minor significance of cumulative effect on the high sensitivity
receptors at this representative viewpoint.
Representative Viewpoint 28 – Moel Fodiar

3.6.22

Representative viewpoint 28 is located along the minor rural road which wraps
around the elevated open access and common land of Moel Fodiar. The
cumulative visual effect arising from Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be small resulting
in a minor cumulative effect on the high sensitivity receptors at this
representative viewpoint.
Representative Viewpoint 34 – Elwy Valley Slopes

3.6.23

Representative viewpoint 34 is located on a minor rural road on the northeastern
Elwy Valley slopes. The cumulative visual effect arising from Stage 1 and Stage
2 will be negligible to small resulting in a minor cumulative effect.
Representative Viewpoint 42 - Nantglyn

3.6.24

Representative viewpoint 42 is located on a public footpath northwest of the
village of Nantglyn. The cumulative visual effect from Stage 1 and Stage 2 will be
medium to large resulting in a moderate-major significance of cumulative effect
on the high sensitivity receptors at this representative viewpoint, which includes
Nantglyn and Tir Mostyn beyond to the south-east.

3.6.25

In summary, two of the five viewpoints identified a significant moderate-major
cumulative visual effect and the effects on both of these viewpoints arises when
the proposed 132kV Overhead Line is viewed in combination with the four wind
farms taken into account in Stage 1 and other developments included in Stage 2.
No other significant major visual cumulative effects have been identified.
Assessment of Cumulative Residential Amenity Effects

3.6.26

Of the properties assesses within 200m of the Proposed Development, there is
one location, Hafod Olygfa (Viewpoint 19), which is likely to experience minormoderate, and therefore significant, cumulative effects on residential visual
amenity as a result of Stage 1 and Stage 2 Developments. This property is
located on the shoulder of the Tir Mostyn ridge, near Clocaenog Forest. Existing
views from this receptor feature wind farms (Tir Mostyn and Foel Goch) and
agricultural buildings. These are visible in primary views (the agricultural sheds)
and views to the rear of the property (the wind farms).

3.6.27

Additional wind farms (Clocaenog and Brenig) and the single turbines at Hafod
Ty Ddu and Tyn y Ffynnon may be visible from this residential receptor, in
oblique views. The single turbine at Meifod may be visible in primary views to
the northwest of the receptor, less than 1.9km to the northeast.

3.6.28

There are unlikely to be any other significant cumulative effects on the residential
visual amenity of properties within 200m of the Proposed Development.
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3.7

Overall Summary

3.7.1

Having assessed the Proposed Development, the following conclusions can be
drawn.
Landscape and Visual Assessment

3.7.2

The Proposed Development on its own is not considered to give rise to any
major adverse effects and therefore serious concerns with respect to landscape
and visual effects against the current baseline.

3.7.3

Moderate landscape effects have been identified in five of the fourteen VSAAs
assessed. Two of these VSAAs, Denbigh and Derwen Hills VSAA and the Afon
Elwy Valley East VSAA, include two of the areas (Tir Mostyn and Haford
Dingle/Hafod Farm respectively) where concerns of landscape impacts have
been raised in consultation feedback.

3.7.4

Moderate visual effects have been identified in terms of a number of views and
viewpoints and in terms of visual amenity of individual and groups of properties.
Overall, ten locations have been identified where there are moderate effects on
visual amenity, five of which include views of the Tir Mostyn area.

3.7.5

Whilst a number of moderate landscape and visual adverse effects have been
identified, no major adverse effects have been identified and thus no serious
concerns under EN-5.
Cumulative Landscape and Visual Assessment

3.7.6

No major cumulative landscape effects have been identified.

3.7.7

The assessment of cumulative visual effects, which considered five selected
viewpoints to reflect those receptors with higher sensitivity to changes, identified
moderate-major cumulative effects in two cases. These viewpoints were of
views towards the Tir Mostyn area resulting from the combined effects of the
Proposed Development with the four wind farms and other developments
included in the cumulative assessment on recreational and transport receptors in
the area.

3.7.8

There is also one property in this area (Hafod Olygfa (Viewpoint 19)) that is likely
to experience minor-moderate cumulative effects on residential visual amenity.
This property is located on the shoulder of the Tir Mostyn ridge, near Clocaenog
Forest. Existing views from this receptor feature wind farms (Tir Mostyn and Foel
Goch) and agricultural buildings. These are visible in primary views (the
agricultural sheds) and views to the rear of the property (the wind farms).

3.7.9

It is important to note that the moderate-major significance would remain with or
without the Proposed Development because it is not a controlling factor in
assigning the level of significance of cumulative effects. The major effect arises
as a result of the wind farms considered cumulatively that have already been
consented and the Proposed Development adds to this already major effect but
is borderline moderate-major due to the scale of the Proposed Development
and the effects reducing with distance from the wind farms.
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3.7.10

Mitigating these effects with landscape planting has been considered, however,
as the level of contribution of the Proposed Development itself to the moderatemajor effects is low, this would not reduce these effects.

3.7.11

Whilst the borderline moderate-major outcome is not considered to reach the bar
of serious concerns, it is noted that there are a number of moderate effects
arising in views towards the Tir Mostyn area.

3.7.12

Overall, as no major adverse landscape and visual effects have been identified,
it is considered that there are no locations where there are serious concerns
about the proposed 132kV Overhead Line in EN-5 terms. However, it is noted
that the Tir Mostyn area, the location of the two cumulative moderate-major
visual effects (and one minor-moderate residential cumulative visual amenity
effect) is not only an area where there are a number of moderate effects but is
also where concerns have been raised in consultation feedback. Based on the
SP Manweb interpretation of EN-5, this outcome suggests there may be
therefore serious concerns about the overhead line in the Tir Mostyn area. In
also following the approach set out in EN-5, this paper next considers the
concerns in this area against the factors referred to in EN-5.
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4

THE BALANCE BETWEEN SERIOUS CONCERNS AND (I)
THE NEED FOR THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND
(II) THE AVAILABILITY AND COSTS OF ALTERNATIVE
SITES, ROUTES AND METHODS OF INSTALLATION
INCLUDING UNDERGROUNDING AND (III) BENEFITS
AND OTHER EFFECTS OF UNDERGROUNDING

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Section 3.0 above concludes there are no serious concerns about the landscape
and visual effects of the Proposed Development considered on its own for the
entire length of the route. Section 3.0 has then considered the cumulative
landscape and visual effects and concludes that the combination of the
Proposed Development, the Wider Scheme, the four wind farms and other
developments results in moderate-major effects in the Tir Mostyn area.

4.1.2

Whilst this outcome does not present the level of major adverse effects
considered needed to demonstrate serious concerns, SP Manweb has,
nonetheless, subsequently assessed this area against the factors referred to in
EN-5 and presents its conclusions in this section. The EN-5 factors that the Tir
Mostyn area has been assessed against are:
(i)

the need for the Proposed Development;

(ii)

the availability and costs of alternatives and methods of installation
including undergrounding; and

(iii)

benefits of undergrounding taking into account any extra economic,
social and environmental impacts and the technical difficulties are
surmountable.

4.2

Need for the Proposed Development

4.2.1

The need for the Proposed Development has been set out in the Strategic
Options Report (SOR) (document reference 7.3). Chapter 3 of the SOR outlines
the proposed generation contracted to be connected onto the SP Manweb
network by 2017.

4.2.2

Chapter 3 of the SOR ‘Need’ explains that the connection of significant levels of
contracted generation in North Wales will require new electrical infrastructure,
since it is not possible to accommodate this amount of additional generation on
the existing network in the vicinity of Strategic Search Area A, the area identified
for wind farm development, and another 170 MW cannot be connected without
significant network reinforcement.

4.2.3

The SOR also notes that Part 3 of EN-1 sets out Government policy on the need
for new nationally significant energy infrastructure projects. Paragraph 3.1
confirms that the UK needs all the types of energy infrastructure covered by the
NPS to achieve energy security at the same time as dramatically reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. It states that "substantial weight" should be given to
the contribution which projects would make towards satisfying this need.
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Paragraph 3.7 confirms the need for new electricity network infrastructure and
notes that they “will add to the reliability of the national energy supply, provide
crucial national benefits, which are shared by all users of the system”. A need
for new electricity infrastructure is set out in EN-1 and EN-5, and a need for new
nuclear and offshore/onshore wind generation (i.e. the type of generation giving
rise to the need for new electricity infrastructure for this project) is set out in EN1, EN-3 and EN-6.
4.2.4

It is not, therefore, an option to SP Manweb to avoid the concern by not building
the connection.

4.3

The Availability and Costs of Alternatives and Methods
of Installation Including Undergrounding

4.3.1

Having identified the need for a new network in the form of a 132kV circuit in
Chapter 3 of the SOR, Chapter 4 Design process included reference to how a
wholly underground design was considered for this project. Reference is made to
how SP Manweb considered an undergrounded route over approximately 24km,
and assessed the lifetime costs. In terms of capital costs these have been
determined to be approximately £1.1M to £1.6M per km plus the costs of
associated cabling equipment such as termination structures. With the additional
substation infrastructure added this rises to an overall cost range of £48M to
£60M. Operations and maintenance costs have been estimated at approximately
£18k per km per year. Transmission losses have been estimated to be
approximately £2.1M for an entire underground design. The total costs would be
in the range of £59.6M to £71.3M. On the basis of these higher costs and SP
Manweb noting that Government does not consider the development of
overhead lines is generally incompatible with the duty of network operators under
Schedule 9 of the 1989 Act, SP Manweb rejected a wholly underground
alternative for this project.

4.3.2

The SOR also considered a number of connection options to connect the four
wind farms to the existing grid network, including existing substation sites in
Wrexham and Flintshire as well as the selected site at St Asaph. The options are
set out in Chapter 6 Options Identification and Evaluation of the SOR. The
evaluation included having regard to the availability in terms of the deliverability
of each option and costs relative to the preferred option. The SOR concluded
that the preferred option was for a 132kV circuit to be constructed from SSA A
northwards to the existing St Asaph Substation. Section 3.2 of ES Chapter 3
Alternatives and Design Evolution summarises the alternatives considered.

4.3.3

Section 3.3 of ES Chapter 3 refers to the identification of route corridor
alternatives and that a number of route corridors were identified and presented in
the ‘North Wales Wind Farms Connection Route Corridor Report’ (May 2013).
The report considered five potential route corridors (Red, Green, Blue, Blue/Red
and Blue/Green), (see Figure 3.1, document reference 6.16) all of which were
considered to be technically and environmentally feasible, and in following the
same broad route, all acceptable in cost terms as well.
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4.3.4

Consultation on these options was carried out between June 2012 and February
2013. Section 3.4 of ES Chapter 3 then refers to the selection of the preferred
route corridor, this being the Blue/Green link and the subsequent Stage 2
Consultation on this outcome.

4.3.5

Section 3.5 of ES Chapter 3 then explains how the 100m wide Preferred Route
Corridor was developed taking into account feedback from Stage 2 Consultation
to form the Proposed Route Corridor via Henllan with an alternative option
through Haford. Section 3.6 refers to the Stage 3 Consultation, which ran
between March 2014 to June 2014, following which SP Manweb identified the
Haford option as the preferred option.

4.3.6

SP Manweb considers the above process shows how it has considered a
number of alternatives, consultation responses and any cost differences in
identifying the route of the Proposed Development, and that none of these
alternatives represent a better alternative to the Proposed Development.

4.3.7

Section 3.7 of ES Chapter 3 refers to the alternative methods of installation that
have been considered and the reasons for the choice of the double wood pole
design. This is explained in more detail in Chapter 2 of the Design and
Construction Report (document reference 7.1). Reference to these documents
demonstrates SP Manweb has considered alternative methods of installation and
concluded the proposed double wood pole design and associated costs are
justified. Mitigation planting is included in the Proposed Development to reduce
landscape and visual effects.
Costs of undergrounding

4.3.8

In terms of assessing the costs of an alternative option of an underground
section to overcome the concerns identified in the Tir Mostyn area, this paper
has identified an alternative underground cable route which extends to 1.5km
and would avoid these concerns, as shown in Figure 4.1 of this document, and
considers the costs of undergrounding in this area. Reference is first made to
capital costs, which also highlights the technical concerns associated with
undergrounding, and then sets out costs in terms of the costs of electrical
transmission losses and then the operations and fault maintenance costs of
underground cables.
Capital Costs

4.3.9

SP Manweb calculates that 132kV cables range from £1.1M installed in roadside
verges to £1.6M per km in the case of made ground such as roads (excluding
terrain constraints). This estimate also excludes landowner/wayleaving and preengineering costs. By comparison, the overhead line costs would be £340k per
km.
Losses

4.3.10

For the purposes of calculating network losses, as generally the use of
underground cables incurs lower network losses, SP Manweb has estimated the
losses in this case to be £100k less than the all overhead design.
Operations and Maintenance Costs
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4.3.11

A 132kV underground cable fault can take several days to locate using specialist
equipment and several weeks will then be required to arrange sufficient
excavation and to install a repair section. During all of this time the network is
depleted and in this case customer supply interrupted. It may be that the
excavations and repair activities result in significant disruption to other parties
where, for example, excavations are required in the highway or agricultural land.

4.3.12

In addition, more time would be needed for the repair as this could be up to
several weeks from the fault occurrence to the return to service, dependent on
the fault location and the availability of spare cable and jointing accessories.

4.3.13

A further difficulty is introduced when a circuit has several transitions between
overhead and underground. When such a circuit faults, it must be ascertained
whether the fault is overhead or underground and, should the circuit have
permanent damage, then the task of locating the fault becomes extended. An
overhead line which has significant underground sections is not therefore able to
be treated in the same fashion as one which is mainly overhead. It is therefore
considered industry best practice to minimise the number of transitions in
distribution circuits.

4.3.14

From information contained within the National Fault and Interruption Reporting
Scheme (NAFIRS) 2012/2013 the SP Manweb incidence rate for 132kV cables is
0.03 faults per km per year of cable installed. Typical fault repair cost to restore a
cable is approximately £600,000 per incident.

4.3.15

Maintenance of overhead lines is mainly based on routine inspections either by
foot or by helicopter patrol. As the heavy duty wood pole is a robust design, the
structures are unlikely to require significant maintenance throughout their lives.
Vegetation management will be undertaken as part of an ongoing inspection
regime.

4.3.16

Cable sections will be subject to regular inspection of the above ground
terminations but otherwise should require nominal maintenance.

4.3.17

The historical on-going maintenance and repair cost for 132kV underground
cables for SP Manweb in North Wales have been used to calculate lifetime
costs. This was achieved by using the total annual costs for inspection and
maintenance, faults, tree cutting over a two year period, setting the results
against the total length of circuit in service to calculate the average cost per
kilometre per year and the resultant average cost of operation and maintenance
of approximately £17,739 per km per year for underground cables. This has
been used in the calculation of lifetime costs.

4.3.18

The costs for the Tir Mostyn section would increase the overall lifetime scheme
costs by £1.7M. However, SP Manweb considers this is not justified given that
the Proposed Development would not give rise to serious concerns either alone
or cumulatively. Furthermore, the moderate-major cumulative effects, which are
not "serious concerns" (as explained above, "serious concerns" arise where
there is a major adverse effect) would already be likely in place due to the wind
farm developments, identified for this area. Accordingly, taking this into account,
as well as the need for the 132kV Overhead Line and there being no other
available alternative route or method of installation, and the costs of these
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alternatives, including undergrounding, there is no
undergrounding the connection at the Tir Mostyn section.

4.4

justification

for

The Benefits of Undergrounding Taking Into Account
Any Extra Economic, Social and Environmental Impacts
and Technical Difficulties
Benefits of Undergrounding

4.4.1

This part of SP Manweb’s evaluation of that part of the Proposed Development in
the Tir Mostyn area against the EN-5 criteria, assesses the benefits of
undergrounding. However, based on the reference in EN-5 that there are no
national landscape designations and residential areas to avoid, there would be
limited benefit to undergrounding.

4.4.2

Referring back to the environmental assessment referred to in Chapter 3 above,
SP Manweb has further noted there are likely to be a number of moderate
impacts in terms of landscape and visual impacts, however, these are not
regarded as a serious concern in terms of EN-5..

4.4.3

Although borderline moderate-major visual cumulative effects are potentially
likely to arise in the Tir Mostyn and Clocaenog area (part of the TAN 8 SSA A A),
these would primarily be due to the additional visual impacts of the proposed
wind farms and single wind turbines being located in close proximity to the
Proposed Development rather than the line itself, which would be viewed as a
subsidiary structure.

4.4.4

Nonetheless, SP Manweb has identified where the Proposed Development could
suitably be placed underground to overcome the concerns identified and to this
end, proposes that it would utilise local roads which generally follow the same
direction as the 132kV Overhead Line route. This section is illustrated in Figure
4.1 to this document: Location of Potential Underground Cabling. SP Manweb’s
view is that overall, although there may be some local amenity benefits, there
would be no considerable environmental benefits to placing this section
underground to justify the additional costs.

4.4.5

Reference is also made in EN-5 to the benefits of undergrounding being judged
on the type of landscape in which the line is proposed and impact on residential
areas. It is important to note that the Proposed Development does not directly
affect nationally designated landscapes such as AONBs and National Parks, as
specifically referred to in EN-5. It is also the case that the assessment work
undertaken has not identified any serious concerns in the context of EN-5 on
other designated areas.

4.4.6

Likewise, no serious concerns (as assessed and considered above) have been
identified in relation to residential areas in this section.

4.4.7

As such, in SP Manweb’s view, the benefits of undergrounding the section of line
in the Tir Mostyn area are not particularly strong. The landscape is not of local
importance and this section of the scheme would not give rise to major effects on
residential receptors. Importantly, given that there would be a moderate-major
effect on receptors even with the Proposed Development placed underground,
the benefits of undergrounding are low.
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Economic, social and environmental impacts of undergrounding
4.4.8

Utilising local roads in the Tir Mostyn area would not result in any technical
difficulties or significant economic impacts from installing underground cables.

4.4.9

In terms of social impacts, the installation of cabling along the minor roads using
a 1m wide trench is unlikely to give rise to noticeable impacts over and above
those associated with occasional road maintenance and initial disruption due to
installation, so SP Manweb does not see that there would be any impacts arising
from the undergrounding along any of the sections assessed. Similarly, SP
Manweb’s view is that any necessary road closures required to install or maintain
the cabling would not lead to any economic impacts which weigh against
undergrounding.

4.4.10

In terms of environmental impacts, whilst undergrounding in greenfield spaces
may lead to notable impacts on hedgerows, woodland and marshy grassland
habitats, following local roads and tracks as the suggested routes indicate would
avoid these concerns. As such, SP Manweb’s view is that this consideration
would not weigh against undergrounding in this case.

4.4.11

SP Manweb has noted that it is unlikely that there would be adverse technical
and environmental and socio-economic impacts arising from possible
undergrounding and as such there are no reasons to weigh against any of the
benefits from undergrounding. However, at the same time, neither are the
benefits from undergrounding demonstrated in this case, given the lack of
landscape designations and level of impact on residential areas. In reaching this
conclusion, SP Manweb has also considered the fact that the borderline
moderate-major adverse effects arising as a result of the various wind farms and
turbines considered cumulatively would remain, even if the Proposed
Development were to be undergrounded.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1.1

SP Manweb has acknowledged the policy in EN-1 which accepts there is a need
for new electricity network and that the building of overhead lines is not
incompatible with requirements to preserve and mitigate any environmental harm
that the building of such a network might give rise to. SP Manweb considers this
is the context within which the policy set out in EN-5 should be applied. With this
in mind, SP Manweb has then considered the policy requirements as set out in
Section 2.8 of EN-5 to assess where the Proposed Development might give rise
to serious concerns and the option of installing the Proposed Development
underground against the policy ‘test’ of the considerations set out in EN-5.

5.1.2

Based on their involvement in the project, Gillespies have advised SP Manweb
that a number of significant moderate landscape and visual effects, including
cumulative landscape effects, have emerged from the EIA process but the level
of significance of these effects does not give rise to the serious concerns
required by EN-5. As such, SP Manweb has not seen a need to assess the
areas where these effects arise further against the considerations referred to in
EN-5.

5.1.3

In reviewing the above assessment, Gillespies has also had regard to concerns
raised in consultation feedback regarding visual amenity effects on existing
views, and has had regard to these views when considering each aspect of the
likely landscape and visual effects including the cumulative effects.

5.1.4

Gillespies have, however, advised SP Manweb where there are borderline
moderate-major cumulative visual effects and this is in the area where the
proposed 132kV Overhead Line passes through the Tir Mostyn area.
Furthermore, they have advised that they have also had regard to consultation
feedback received which raises concerns about the impacts on an overhead line
in this area.

5.1.5

Although moderate-major potential visual cumulative effects are potential in this
area, these would primarily be due to the additional visual impacts of the wind
farms and single wind turbines being located in close proximity to the Proposed
Development rather than the Proposed Development itself which would be
viewed as a subsidiary structure. Undergrounding of the Proposed Development
in this area is unlikely to reduce the moderate-major visual effects of the
cumulative developments planned within this area.

5.1.6

SP Manweb in seeking to ensure its approach to EN-5 in respect of
undergrounding is robust has, whilst recognising that these borderline moderatemajor effects are not identified as serious concerns, proceeded to assess this
area against the assessment tests set out in EN-5.

5.1.7

In doing so, SP Manweb has first noted the need for the Proposed Development.
It has then considered the availability and costs of alternatives. Reference is
made to related work presented to support its application which concluded there
are no better alternative in terms of network design, routeing or methods of
installation. In particular, SP Manweb has considered a wholly underground
design and considers this cannot be justified given Government policy accepts
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the need for overhead lines and the relatively higher costs of such a scheme in
this case.
5.1.8

SP Manweb has considered the costs of placing the section of the Proposed
132kV Overhead Line through the Tir Mostyn area underground, however, finds
that the reason for undergrounding in this area is outweighed heavily by the
increased net lifetime costs of an overhead line of a further £1.7M, and as such
does not see that the underground option is justified in this case. Regard has
been given to the consultation responses received as part of this assessment.

5.1.9

SP Manweb has further had regard to the other impacts referred to in EN-5 that
may emerge as part of undergrounding, however, it is satisfied that the
underground route would not benefit the area as it is not a designated landscape
or residential amenity views in the area. Other economic, social and
environmental impacts of undergrounding have been considered as well as any
technical difficulties, but these are not reasons that counter against
undergrounding.

5.1.10

In summary, SP Manweb regards the above assessment as a reasonable
approach to the matter of considering undergrounding options, addressing and
testing consultation responses and to assist the consideration of the project as a
whole.
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Appendix A List of Other Designated and Undesignated Features
(Extracted from ES Chapter 7 Landscape and Visual)
•

High and Outstanding LANDMAP Aspect Areas – The LANDMAP
classification across the Study Area includes limited aspect areas which
are classified as outstanding.
These include outstanding Cultural
landscape to the north of the Afon Elwy, outstanding Landscape Habitats
locally to Plas Buckley, Bod-ysgawen isaf and Afon Elwy and outstanding
Geological landscapes in the vicinity of the Afon Elwy. Elsewhere Cultural
landscape is classified as high throughout, both Geological landscape and
Historic landscape are high with the exception of the far north of the Study
Area, Visual and Sensory Aspect Areas are high in the south and north.
However landscape habitats seldom show as high or outstanding;

•

Y Berwyn Area of Outstanding Beauty (AOB), designated by
Denbighshire County Council (approximately 17km to the south of the
Proposed Development);

•

Special Landscape Areas (SLAs) as designated by Conwy County
Borough Council;
o SLA 2 – Rhyd-y-Foel to Abergele (approximately 2.2km to the
northwest of the Proposed Development)
o SLA 3 – Elwy and Aled Valleys (approximately 1.8km to the west of
the Proposed Development)
o SLA 4 – Hiraethog (approximately 4.7km to the southwest of the
Proposed Development).

•

Conservation Areas;
o Henllan Conservation Area, designated by Denbighshire County
Council (approximately 1km to the east of the Proposed
Development)
o Bodelwyddan (approximately 2.2km to the north of the Proposed
Development)
o Nantglyn (approximately 2.2km to the west of the Proposed
Development)
o St Asaph (approximately 3km to the northeast of the Proposed
Development).

•

Open Access Areas identified under the Countryside and Rights of Way
Act (CRoW 2000);
o Land at Llyn Brenig (approximately 2.3km to the west of the
Proposed Development)
o Clocaenog Public Forest (the Order Limits pass through the outer
edge of this area)
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o Land at Moel Ytta (approximately 550m to the east of the Proposed
Development)
o Land at Foel Gasyth (approximately 650m to the west of the
Propose Development)
o Land at and around Moel Fodiar (approximately 1.7km to the west
of the Proposed Development)
o Land at Mynydd y Gaer (approximately 2.2km to the west of the
Proposed Development).
•

There are no National Trails or Cycle Routes within the Study Area;
however, the Proposed Development over sails the Clwydian Way
regional trail and the North Pilgrim’s Way long distance footpath which are
both regionally valued and promoted;

•

Registered Welsh Registered Historic Landscapes included within Part 2
of the Register of Landscapes, Parks and Gardens of Historic Interest in
Wales5;
o The Denbigh Moors Registered Historic Landscape of special
historic interest (approximately 2km to the southwest of the
southern end of the Proposed Development)
o The Vale of Clwyd Registered Historic Landscape of outstanding
historic interest (approximately 2km to the east of the Proposed
Development)
o The Lower Elwy Valley Registered Historic Landscape of special
historic interest (much of which lies within the Study Area, the
closest point being approximately 350m from the Proposed
Development).

•

Registered Parks and Gardens included within Part 2 of the Register of
Landscapes, Parks and Gardens of Historic Interest in Wales and
England 6;
o Gwaenynog (approximately 1.2km to the east of the Proposed
Development)
o Foxhall Newydd (approximately 1.3km to the east of the Proposed
Development)
o Plas Heaton (approximately 2km to the east of the Proposed
Development)
o Bodelwyddan Castle (approximately 720m to the north of the
Proposed Development)

5

Although not formally designated, these are considered by many cultural heritage specialists to be of
national value. They have been considered within the cultural heritage assessment at Chapter 8, and have
also been included as valued receptors within the LVIA.
6

As previous footnote
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o Kinmel Park (approximately 1.5km to the northwest of the
Proposed Development).
•

Scheduled (Ancient) Monuments where the landscape is likely to form an
important part of the experience of that site (views to and from);
o Mynydd y Gaer Hillfort (which lies just outside of the Study Area, to
the northwest near Llannefydd, approximately 2.5km from the
Proposed Development)
o Denbigh Castle (approximately 3.5km east from the Proposed
Development).

•

Ancient or Semi-Natural Woodland, the data is taken from the Ancient
Woodland Inventory Wales, 2011 as compiled by the Forestry
Commission and CCW (now NRW) and is categorised into a number of
types, the definitions of which follow; and
o Ancient Semi Natural Woodland (ASNW) - Broadleaf woodlands
comprising mainly native tree and shrub species which are
believed to have been in existence for over 400 years.
o Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site (PAWS) - sites which are
believed to have been continuously wooded for over 400 years and
currently have a canopy cover of more than 50% non-native conifer
tree species.
o Restored Ancient Woodland Site (RAWS) - woodlands which are
predominately broadleaves now and are believed to have been
continually wooded for over 400 years. They will have gone
through a phase when canopy cover will have been more than 50%
non-native conifer tree species and now have a canopy cover of
more than 50% broadleaf. The use of the term restored ancient
woodland describes woodland which appears using remote
sensing techniques to have returned to a more natural condition.
The inventory designation does not mean that the woodland is fully
restored or that it is in good ecological condition.

1.1.1

Areas of ancient or semi-natural woodland found within the vicinity of the
Proposed Development are listed in Table 7.14 below.
Table 7.14: Ancient Woodland
(N.B. Measures are approximate and rounded to nearest 5m)
No on OS Name
Type
Distance
map
(ASNW, PAWS, from
RAWS,)
LLAU 7
1
Brynbach Scout Camp
ASNW
610m
2
Soar
ASNW
710m

7

Limit of Land to be Acquired or Used (referred to as the Order Limits)

8

Limit of Deviation

Distance
from
LOD 8
640m
730m
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No on
map

OS Name

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10a
10b
10c
11
12
13
13a
14
15
16
17
17a
17b
18
19
19a
19b

Drws-y-buddel
Pen-y-caeau-mawr
Bryn Foel
Garnedd-Uchaf / Peniel
Coed Segrwyd
Pen-y-bryn
Segrwyd Ucha
Pandy wood
Pandy wood
Pandy
Pen-y-bryn
Nant-yr-hengoed
Goppa Farm
Coed Mawr Jocelyn
Coed Mawr Jocelyn
Eriviat Hall
The Dingle
Broadleys Covert
Coed Wern Du
Eriviat Park
Eriviat Park
Coed y Wern
Eriviat bach-isaf
Eriviat bach-isaf
Eriviat bach-isaf

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
29a
30
31
31a
31b
32
32a
32b

Fron-haul
Pandy Farm
Pen Parc Llwyd
Hafod Dingle
Hafod Wood
Llechryd
Coed y Trap
Berrain
Plas Buckley
Heth
Heth
Nant Ysgawen
Bôd-ysgawen-isaf
Bôd-ysgawen-isaf
Bôd-ysgawen-isaf
Coed wig
Coed Wig
Coed wig

Type
(ASNW, PAWS,
RAWS,)
ASNW
RAWS
ASNW
RAWS
ASNW
ASNW
ASNW
PAWS / RAWS
PAWS
ASNW
PAWS
ASNW/PAWS
ASNW
PAWS
ASNW
RAWS
PAWS / RAWS
ASNW
RAWS
RAWS
RAWS
RAWS
PAWS
ASNW
PAWS / RAWS /
ASNW
RAWS
ASNW
ASNW
RAWS
PAWS / RAWS
ASNW
RAWS/PAWS
ASNW
ASNW
ASNW
PAWS
PAWS / ASNW
ASNW
ASNW
ASNW
PAWS / RAWS
RAWS / PAWS
RAWS / PAWS /

Distance
from
LLAU 7
535m
210m
85m
20m
490m
600m
390m
0
105m
85m
340m
645m
510m
190m
315m
95m
425m
80m
25m
220m
360m
480m
0m
25m
530m

Distance
from
LOD 8
610m
225m
95m
30m
500m
910m
670m
0
105m
85m
355m
685m
530m
250m
375
115m
480m
1200m
35m
230m
370m
495m
0m
30m
540m

95m
440m
350m
0m
280m
350m
665m
5m
50m
0m
20m
55m
0m
70m
165m
0m
0m
85m

100m
460m
380m
0m
290m
360m
670m
15m
70m
0m
30m
90m
0m
100m
180m
0m
25m
95m
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